Nienkämper introduces the Granger Chair to North America: compPELLingly sustainable seating from one of Australia’s most progressive designers

Chicago, IL 2008 - Nienkämper is proud to announce that it is the North American manufacturer of the Granger Chair, designed by David Granger of Australia’s Bang Design. Lean, green and lovely, the Granger combines fluid lines with the minimal use of materials. Constructed from an FSC-certified plywood shell resting on a slender, stainless steel frame, the Granger manages to look lighter than air while providing exceptional comfort and strength. With this new design, David Granger once again demonstrates that he is an innovator with a refined aesthetic: he is perhaps best known as the designer of the Talon chair, the world’s first carbon-fiber chair in mass production.

In profile, the Granger armchair recalls the graceful curve of a waterfall. An equally engaging armless version enhances the versatility of this seating series. Both are available with or without upholstery.

The chair’s slim, flowing contours are equally engaging in the design’s upholstered and unupholstered versions.

As of June 2008, Nienkämper will begin manufacturing the Granger chair under license to Formway, the original New Zealand-based manufacturer. Nienkämper is delighted to introduce to the North American market a chair from half a world away that embodies its own commitment to advanced design and environmental consciousness.

For more information please visit our website at www.nienkamper.com
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